Pixelz Internship
Program

Come Join Pixelz’
Internship Program!
Pixelz Internship Program is on the lookout for young talent! This is an opportunity for high
school (gymnasiale uddannelser) and university graduates to gain professional experience
working in an international, cutting-edge technology startup while living in Hanoi, Vietnam. If
you want to work in a fast-paced, multicultural environment with the chance to make a real
impact at a global company, come join the Pixelz team!

What does Pixelz look for in an intern?

Demonstrate Flexibility: Working in a foreign culture
requires a flexible personality. Our interns can roll with the
punches as they navigate their new environment.

Working in a foreign culture at a fast-growing
technology company is incredibly exciting, but
being successful doing so requires a unique type
of person. Our perfect intern candidates:

Are Proactive: As leaders in a global industry, Pixelz moves
fast and we expect our interns to move with us. We look for
people who are proactive and agile in their approach to
their work.

Live Our Core Values: Our ideal candidates embody the
values that have driven Pixelz growth and success: building
genuine relationships, letting data decide, and upholding
a Nordic mindset.

Are Problem Solvers: Pixelz is a fast-moving, complex
company with new challenges arising every day. Our
interns need to be fantastic critical thinkers always on the
lookout for effective solutions for challenges both big and
small.

Are High Energy: We love young energy that is excited
about new opportunities, new cultures, and is eager to hit
the ground running.

What type of work might I do as an intern?
Our interns have the option to work in the following
departments:

How long is an internship at Pixelz?
Pixelz internships are a minimum of six months
and can be as long as 18 months. We tailor the
duration of our internships depending on our
intern’s goals for their experience, the department they want to work in, and the projects we
hope to get them involved in.

Production

Human Resources

Customer Success/
Account Management

Software
Development

Pixelz Academy
(Pixelz Technical Training
Team)

Marketing

What makes Pixelz Internship Program different
from other internships?
Paid for Their Work: Interns at Pixelz receive an internsalary during their internship.
Full-Integration with Pixelz: Interns have a first row seat
to see what life inside a global, industry-leading technology
startup looks like with responsibilities and projects that
bring real value.
Cultural Immersion: Interns experience a cross-cultural
work environment working from our Hanoi, Vietnam office.
Learn Cutting-Edge Production and Project Management
Methodologies: Interns have a chance to learn about
Kaizen Continuous Improvement mentality and methodology, the Entrepreneurial Operating System, Agile work
processes, and SCRUM.

How do I apply to an internship at Pixelz?

Professional Development Opportunities: Interns finish
our program with concrete examples of the impact they
had at Pixelz and their growth as professionals.

1. A resume that reflects their academic and/or
work experience.

Housing is Covered: Pixelz rents a house for our interns to
stay in during their internship. They also have access to a
rented scooter for getting around town.
Working Visa: Our Human Resource department takes
care of all of our intern’s visa needs.

Applying to a Pixelz internship is similar to
applying to a full-time position. We ask all
candidates to visit our jobs page at pixelz.
com/internships and submit:

2. A cover letter explaining why they are interested in Pixelz internship and why they
think they would be successful as an intern
if selected.
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